David Oyedepo Sermon The Power Of Worship
Eventually, you will totally discover a supplementary experience and skill by
spending more cash. yet when? reach you endure that you require to acquire
those all needs in the manner of having significantly cash? Why dont you
attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
lead you to comprehend even more nearly the globe, experience, some places,
when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your totally own epoch to accomplishment reviewing habit. along with
guides you could enjoy now is david oyedepo sermon the power of worship below.

Uprooting the Spirit of Fear Creflo A. Dollar 1994 Dollar instructs on the
principles that govern fear; how, for example the words you speak and the
actions you take contribute to the operation of fear in your life, and how fear
can be eradicated in the life of the believer.
The Mystery of the Anointing Oil David O. Oyedepo 1995
Prayer Rain Dr. D. K. Olukoya This 125 chapter, page turner accurately
diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse,
challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth,
Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved
ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over
Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to
Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more.
Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic
harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference
between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual
life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual
Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom
Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
Kingdom Stewardship Tony Evans 2020-01-07 In Kingdom Stewardship, Dr. Tony
Evans inspires you to broaden your perspective of Christian stewardship. In
this encouraging and challenging book, you will learn that stewardship includes
how you manage all that God has given you—your time, your talents, and your
treasures—to advance God’s kingdom and bring Him glory. While many stewardship
books focus on managing financial resources, Tony Evans says that your finances
are one small part of a much bigger calling. He teaches that God owns all
things, and you are the manager of His assets. When you bring your entire life
into alignment under God, you will be blessed with purpose and the abundant
life that comes from living by God’s eternal principles.
15 Success Habits of Bishop David Oyedepo Daniel C. Okpara 2016-07-30 In 2005,
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I resigned as a full-time pastor of a church and relocated to Lagos, Nigeria,
with one mission in mind: To observe and study the life of Bishop David
Oyedepo, resident Bishop of Faith Tabernacle, Ogun State, Nigeria, the Largest
Single Church in the world, according to Guinness Book of Records What I share
with you in this book is a summary of what I have learned from the life and
ministry of Bishop Dr. David O. Oyedepo in this last 10 years. It's been a long
journey, but suffice it say that I have enjoyed every bit of it. Like all men
of great influence, Bishop Oyedepo, has been analysed in the public domain and
given different names by different people. However, I believe that no man
actually rises to the top by making mistakes. People only rise to the top by
doing the right things over a long period of time. In this book, I share with
you the success habits and secrets of one of the greatest leaders of
Charismatic revival on earth today...Bishop David Olaniyan Oyedepo May we all
fulfill the purpose for which we are born.
Powerful Devices Abimbola Adunni Adelakun 2022-10-14 Powerful Devices studies
spiritual warfare performances as an apparatus for disestablishing structures
of power and knowledge, and establishing righteousness in their stead. Drawing
on performance studies’ emphasis on radicality and breaking of social norms as
devices of social transformation, the book demonstrates how Christian groups
with dominant cultural power but who perceive themselves as embattled wield the
ideas of performance activism. Combining religious studies with ethnography,
Powerful Devices explores Nigerian Pentecostals and US Evangelicals’ praxis of
transnational spiritual warfare. By closely studying spiritual warfare prayers
as a “device,” Powerful Devices shows how the rituals of prayer enable an
apprehension of time, paradigms of self-enhancement, and the subversion of
politics and authority. A critical intervention, Powerful Devices explores
charismatic Christianity’s relationship to science and secular authority,
technology and temporality, neoliberalism, and reactionary ideology.
The Beautiful Side of Evil Johanna Michaelsen 1982-01-01 The last 15 years have
witnessed an unprecedented explosion of interest in psychic phenomena. Johanna
Michaelsen shares an extraordinary story about how she became a personal
assistant to a psychic surgeon and witnessed miraculous healings, yet realized
the true occultic source behind The Beautiful Side of Evil. Over 235,000 sold!
Holy Spirit Faith A Oyedepo 2020-08-28 Life without the Holy Spirit is an
adventure in futility and will only result in unending frustration. Have you
encountered the Comforter sent to make life on earth comfortable for you? You
have undoubtedly met Him in your Christian journey; you must have witnessed His
glorious manifestations on various platforms. But, Pastor (Mrs.) Faith Oyedepo
introduces you to the Holy Spirit you may not know. In an all-embracing
analysis, she presents to the believer, Life's Safest Partner, whose job is to
give real value to redemption and rescue the Christian faith from being a mere
religious frustration, by giving the believer more to life for. This book is
written to position you for an encounter with the Helper; gifted to Christians
to make living an enjoyable adventure, give you power to live in this embattled
world, equip you for victory in the battles of life, guide you into profitable
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living and ultimately get you into life fulfilment. Holy Spirit: Your Helper is
not just another story of the possible after-effects of the Pentecost; it is a
vivid exposition of the abundant provision in the Holy Spirit designed to help
you make the most of your destiny, while also impacting your world.
Finding God's Will Zac Poonen 1971
The Power of Jesus' Names Tony Evans 2019-05-07 “Who do you say I am?” Matthew
16:15 In his insightful follow-up to the bestselling book, The Power of God’s
Names, Dr. Tony Evans introduces you to Jesus in ways you may have never seen
Him before. Jesus is anticipated from the very beginning of the Bible and is
mentioned many times up until He finally arrives on the scene in Bethlehem—yet
never in the Old Testament is He called Jesus. Rather, He has many names that
reflect all the different aspects of His character. And there are even more
names in the New Testament to explore as well! Both in-depth Scripture research
and Dr. Evans’ signature storytelling style make The Power of Jesus’ Names a
fascinating journey—you will get to know Him as Immanuel King Lamb of God Great
High Priest Son of God and more. As you study the life and character of Jesus,
you will enter into a deeper understanding of who He is and what He came to do
for—and in—your life today.
Breaking The Yoke of Martial Delay Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-07-11 The battle
against marital delay is one that requires that you fight with all your might.
You must launch into this battle with faith. Today many christians are getting
married very late. The problem of late marriage and arrested marriage is real!
Many are under the satanic yoke of marital delay! As you read this book and
take the prayer points included, may the God of Elijah visit you with amazing
testimonies!
Take God at His Word Kregg Hood 2010-04-01
How We Got Our Bible Chuck Missler 2015-10-29 Where did our Bible come from?
How good are the texts?Why do we believe its origin is supernatural?How do we
know that it really is the Word of God?How accurate are our translations?Which
version is the best? Chuck Missler, an internationally recognized Biblical
authority, reviews the origin of both the Old and New Testaments in light of
recent discoveries and controversies.
Daily Manna William F. Kumuyi 2011 Daily Manna is a compendium of daily
devotional readings designed to draw the sincere seeker closer to God on a
daily basis, through an insightful exposition and compelling analysis of the
scriptures.
Mountain Top Life Daily Devotional 2021: Volume 6 Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2021-01-01
Life-changing encounter with the God that answers by fire through a daily
devotional. Its enriching and edifying. Start your day right with God.
Looking unto Jesus Dr. David oyedepo 2017-10-26 What a marvellous things to
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know that I don’t need to bear my burden by myself anymore in as much am
looking unto him for help and he is able to do so. Looking unto Jesus can only
increase your faith and lead to physical and spiritual upliftment. Looking unto
Jesus also brings us in contact with the divine knowledge, wisdom and power of
God. An ordinary person therefore, becomes equipped to do exploit of
supernatural dimensions.
Kingdom Marriage Tony Evans 2016-09-01 What happens when a kingdom man marries
a kingdom woman? Kingdom Marriage: Connecting God’s Purpose with Your Pleasure
helps couples grow together as a kingdom couple to fulfill God’s design and
purpose for their marriage. Through practical insights and powerful stories,
Dr. Tony Evans inspires and instructs so couples will discover the hope,
challenge, and guidance God’s Word provides for their journey together. “You
can reflect the glory of God and the unity of the Trinity through your shared
purpose, honor, and love as a true kingdom couple.” —Tony Evans Kingdom
Marriage shows couples that the key to influencing our society and world with
lasting impact is found in solidifying biblical marriage in the way God
intended. It starts with both wife and husband reflecting God and His image and
modeling that reflection within the roles and responsibilities of their union.
This is based on a correct understanding of God’s kingdom and their
responsibilities in it. Kingdom Marriage and the Kingdom Marriage devotional
and video resources are part of an entire line of Kingdom products by Tony
Evans, including Kingdom Man, Kingdom Woman, Raising Kingdom Kids, and the
Kingdom Quest strategy guides for kids and teens.
Financial Dominion Apostle Joshua Selman 2020-12-11 Topics dealt with in the
book-Introduction-The concept of prosperity-The Anatomy of God's Economic
System (How God's Economic System works)-The role of wealth and prosperity in
the kingdom-Spiritual laws of wealth and abundance-The natural laws of wealth
and abundance-Concept of wealth transferRead This Book and Be Blessed
THE WONDERS OF PRAISE O. V. O. AYOOLA 2014-09-22
Encountering the Holy Spirit in Every Book of the Bible David Diga Hernandez
2018-03-20 Experience new dimensions of the Holy Spirits power! Do you desire
to know what the Holy Spirit is really like? Many Christians hunger for deeper
and more powerful encounters with the Holy Spirit, but where can these
experiences be found? The answer lies in the pages of Scripture. In this
groundbreaking work, author and healing evangelist David Hernandez takes you on
an unforgettable journey to discover and experience the Spirits powerful
presence throughout the entire Biblefrom Genesis to Revelation. Scripture
offers so much more to be discovered than merely a theology of the Holy Spirit
and still more to be experienced! Trade dry theory for a dynamic relationship
as you encounter the third Person of the Trinity in the pages of every book of
the Bible. Know the Holy Spirit in a greater depth than ever before. This book
will help you discover Hidden Mysteries. Even in Old Testament books where
there is no direct reference to the Holy Spirit, learn to see His presence
moving. A Fresh Revelation. The different revelations of the Spirit in
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Scripture reveal His unique characteristics and how He wants to move in your
life. Your Supernatural Identity. Learn what it really means to have the same
Spirit that raised Christ from the dead dwelling in you. Kingdom Power.
Discover what it means to partner with the Spirit to release the miracles that
Jesus promised. Within the pages of Scripture, untapped reserves of Holy Spirit
power are waiting to be released. Will you discover them today?
The Ministry of the Holy Spirit Apostle Joshua Selman 2020-12 1Co 2:12 Now we
have received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is of God;
that we might know the things that are freely given to us of God.So the bible
starts there, by telling us there is a mystery shrouded by the wisdom of God
and it is called the hidden wisdom of God and that this hidden wisdom has been
kept for the of the saints, please understand and that the bible says this
wisdom is not the same as the wisdom of the world nor of the princes of this
world that comes to naught. He is trying to show the un-surpassing excellency
of this hidden wisdom that relative to the wisdom of the world and relative
even to the wisdom of the princes of the world, it comes to naught, it can't be
compared, but he says that this wisdom is hidden and that there is only one
entity mandated with the responsibility of searching out this wisdom and
bringing it to the saints but the bible says whoever by any means can access
that wisdom, the destiny of that person regardless is the glory that it was
hidden for, the glory of the saints, that means that I can look at your life
and know that you have accessed that wisdom by the dimension of glory that
vetoes your background, the dimension of glory that vetoes the limitation of
glory around your life. There is a mystery that can lift men out of the grip of
the terror and the vicissitude of this life, the bible says it is the hidden
wisdom of God, a body of information privy to the seen that the holy spirit can
grant you access to, that if by any means my brothers and sisters, regardless
of your background, that you hold on to this wisdom, then your world will see
you as a wonder and a marvel, they look at you and they see attributes that are
not allowed for humans to have, your hidden wisdom revealed by the spirit.Read
This Book and Be Blessed
Success in Marriage David O. Oyedepo 1999
Satan Get Lost! David O. Oyedepo 1995
Waiting and Dating Dr. Myles Munroe 2022-05-17 DON'T kiss dating goodbye—there
is a much better way! Dr. Myles Munroe's guide to waiting and dating offers
sound and humorous advice on dating that will help believers prepare for a long
and happy marriage. In an age where culture’s views on dating, courtship, and
premarital romance are increasingly at odds with God’s Word, the late Myles
Munroe—internationally acclaimed teacher and bestselling author—offers crystal
clear wisdom and biblical truth for a satisfying love relationship. In this
user-friendly handbook to biblical dating, you will learn the importance of:
Having a shared faith in God. The priority of personal wholeness. True, godly
friendship. Dispelling myths about finding the "right" person. Discerning a
God-given relationship. The principles in this book will help you turn what can
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sometimes be a stressful, uncertain time of life into a joy-filled journey. If
you want to grow in the Lord and prepare for the commitment of marriage with
that special someone, this book is essential, fun, and full of hope!
Pentecostalism in Africa 2014-10-16 Bringing together prominent Africanist
scholars from a variety of disciplines, this book offers a comprehensive
treatment of the social, cultural and political impact of PentecostalCharismatic Christianity in postcolonial sub Saharan Africa.
The Mystery Of The Blood Apostle Joshua Selman 2020-08-09 The Significance of
BloodThis is the common ground for every religion I know including the
occultic. They respect blood and they have something to do with blood. Right
from the garden of Eden, we begin to see how that when man fell, God Himself
stripped a bloody lamb and used it to cover Adam and Eve. Right from the garden
of Eden, there was the shedding of blood. Then all through the old covenant, we
see the shedding of the blood of bulls. But the question I have is that what is
it about blood that makes it effective? Why not the flesh? Why not water? Is it
the colour of the blood? Is it anything that is just red in the human body?Many
people know that the blood saves, but we do not know what is it in the blood
that is so powerful that even Satan and death- the last enemy to be destroyed,
can respect it. Read This Book and Understand the great mystery of the blood
Faith to Change the World Benson Idahosa 2016-11-20 With Faith To Change Your
World, You'll be taught on the subject of faith in God and You'll be inspired
by the stories of men and women like You, who walked with God and experienced
faith results and exploits. This book will clean-up all fears and doubts from
Your spirit, and You'll receive a booster anointing and Spirit impartation to
excel in Your faith in Christ. You can be the next world-changer this
generation is awaiting. May God bless You as You read this classic, and may You
decide to glorify God in engaging your life to actively serve The Lord Jesus
Christ!
Six Steps to Excellence In Ministry Kenneth Copeland 2012-05-01 Why settle for
adequate when you can be first-rate? There is no shortage of ministers who
desire to achieve excellence. But only a few dare to demand it of themselves.
In this clear call for action, Kenneth Copeland shows how to turn that inner
desire into a firm decision to be all that God has called you to be. No matter
what area of God’s service you’re in, don’t stop short of these Six Steps to
Excellence in Ministry.
Trusting God Day by Day Joyce Meyer 2012-11-13 In her dynamic new devotional,
TRUSTING GOD DAY BY DAY, international speaker and New York Times bestselling
author Joyce Meyer provides you with powerful "starting points" for every day
of the year. Each day's devotion is filled with practical advice and help from
Joyce along with life-changing promises from God's Word that you can quickly
and easily apply in your own life. The world wants you to place your trust in
your circumstances, your success, your talents and the opinions of others. But
God's called you to rise above the world, and put your full trust in Him - to
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believe and apply what He's promised in His Word more than anything else.
Living this way won't just happen - you have to be intentional. But where do
you begin? We all need help to make good choices, battle worry, overcome
anxiety and keep a positive attitude. Using this devotional, readers will learn
to grab hold of life this way, day by day, with trust in God.
Vengeance of the Lord Bill Winston 2018-12-30 A biblical teaching about one of
the roles of the Holy Spirit in the last days is to execute vengeance and
recompense against the enemies and spiritual forces resisting God's people
based on a love for justice.
The Force of Freedom David O. Oyedepo 1996
The Kingdom of God in You Bill Winston 2010-05-04 Nationally known pastor, Bill
Winston brings this powerful message of God's provision, healing, and more that
is already resident in the believer and available to those who will seek God's
direction. If the Kingdom of God is in us, why aren't we living lives of
greatness in our world? Bill Winston recognizes that there are two kingdoms at
work in this world, and tragically, even within the church, the majority of
people are still living under the destructive lies and patterns of Satan's
rule. They don't have the power and provisions of God - wisdom, understanding,
peace, joy, health, abundant material provision, life-changing ministry, and so
much more - because they simply have not recognized the kingdom in them. The
promises of God rarely come from some outside sovereign work of God, but from
the kingdom already inside. The pastor of one of America's fastest growing
churches, Winston helps believers to start walking their faith out in
miraculous ways. Why? We have a power within us that is supernatural and flies
in the face of the world's arrogant - but ultimately inadequate - self-reliance
on human understanding and effort. With the faith of a child, even as small as
a mustard seed, we unleash God's provision and power in our lives not by
focusing on what we want, but by asking what the King of the Kingdom, God
Almighty, wants us to accomplish. We quickly discover that our "grand dreams"
and aspirations are miniscule in light of the greatness He has in store for us
to do. This book is not for Christians who are complacent and desire the status
quo. This is a soul-changing book that will turn the timid into the bold, and
result in miracles that will build God's Kingdom right here and right now.
Victory over Satanic Dreams Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-07-11 There is a dream world
and there is a physical world. Distinct yet interrelated. What are the sources
of dreams? Do dreams affect our lives? This book gives you practical examples
of how satanic agents have manipulated the lives of numerous people into
nothingness through dreams. The author provides you with Biblical ways of
converting defeats in your dreams into lasting victory. You can stop the
endless tide of defeats today. READ THIS BOOK
Christianity, Islam, and Orisa-Religion J.D.Y. Peel 2016 A free ebook version
of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press’s
open access publishing program for monographs. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn
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more. The Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria are exceptional for the copresence
among them of three religious traditions: Islam, Christianity, and the
indigenous orisa religion. In this comparative study, at once historical and
anthropological, Peel explores the intertwined character of the three religions
and the dense imbrication of religion in all aspects of Yoruba history up to
the present. For over 400 years, the Yoruba have straddled two geocultural
spheres: one reaching north over the Sahara to the world of Islam, the other
linking them to the Euro-American world via the Atlantic. These two external
spheres were the source of contrasting cultural influences, notably those
emanating from the world religions. However, the Yoruba not only imported Islam
and Christianity but also exported their own orisa religion to the New World.
Before the voluntary modern diaspora that has brought many Yoruba to Europe and
the Americas, tens of thousands were sold as slaves in the New World, bringing
with them the worship of the orisa. Peel offers deep insight into important
contemporary themes such as religious conversion, new religious movements,
relations between world religions, the conditions of religious violence, the
transnational flows of contemporary religion, and the interplay between
tradition and the demands of an ever-changing present. In the process, he makes
a major theoretical contribution to the anthropology of world religions.
The Language of Faith in Southern Africa: Spirit World, Power, Community,
Holism Hermen Kroesbergen 2019-12-12 The aim of this book is to provide a way
to do justice to an African language of faith. In systematic theology,
anthropology and philosophy of religion, similar debates about how to interpret
an African language of faith are ongoing. Trying to avoid the othering
discourses of past generations, scholars are careful to take seriously what
people in Africa say without portraying peoples beliefs as weird or backward.
Yet, in their desperate attempts to avoid othering, these theologians,
anthropologists and philosophers often painfully misconstrue the language of
faith in Africa. Understanding the language of faith in Southern Africa is not
an easy task. How should we take seriously the form of language that often
seems so strange and different? I argue that, after African inculturation
theology and black liberation theology, a better way to make sense of being a
Christian in Southern Africa is to pay close attention to peoples language of
faith. The way in which people speak of the spirit world or powers in Africa
appears strange to outsiders, and the sense of community and the holistic
worldview differentiates the African way of life from its Euro-American
counterparts. When proper attention is paid to the use of concepts like spirit
world, power, community and holism, language of faith in Southern Africa is
neither as strange as it may seem, nor as romantic. By investigating these
distinguishing concepts that colour language of faith in Southern Africa, this
book contributes to future projects of both fellow theologians who try to
construct a contemporary African theology and those who are interested in
theology in Africa given the well-known southward shift of the centre of
gravity of Christianity.
Breaking Financial Hardship David O. Oyedepo 1995
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Occult ABC Kurt E. Koch A comprehensive examination of seventy-one forms of
occult activity, their effect, and deliverance from them through victory in
Christ.
The Blood-triumph David O. Oyedepo 1995
Pray in the Spirit Arthur Wallis 1970-01-01 Arthur Wallis sets the pace for a
powerful book that goes beyond general principles to show the role of the Holy
Spirit in the life of the praying believer. In analyzing our spiritual and
practical difficulties in prayer, Wallis shows how the Holy Spirit helps us in
our weaknesses.
Why Prophecies Fail Apostle Joshua Selman 2021-03-09 IntroductionBelievers
continue to struggle with the tragedy of unfulfilled prophecies. Here and
there, men and women of God all over the world continue to speak the counsel of
God to individuals. Then we notice that people receive these prophesies
sincerely but most of them never come to pass.Today is an attempt to show us
what may be wrong and also to reveal to us the place of the prophetic and the
place of the word of God. This is because there are people, for instance, who
have seen things in visions and dreams or have received prophetic word from
genuine and anointed men of God. Some of these prophecies may not have been
consistent with the dealings of God. Some of them may have been negative
prophecies and they have remained helpless believing that just because a man
anointed and accredited by God made a pronouncement to them means that nothing
could be done about it. So they sit down and allow this prophecies happen1 Tim
1:18 This charge I commit unto thee, son Timothy, according to the prophecies
which went before on thee, that thou by them mightiest war a good warfare.Paul
was talking to his son in the gospel, Timothy. And he is encouraging him that
prophetic word have been released to go ahead of him. Then he tells him that by
those prophecies that have gone ahead of him, he should war a good warfare.So
it is possible that prophetic word can be sent ahead of a person, whether in
ministry, family life, business, etc. There are people here and there who,
probably because of their religious affiliations or the kind of the structure
of mentorship they have received, they have been trained to ignore and despise
the prophetic. Some persons have been very vocal about the fact the prophetic
is no longer useful in today's church. All versions of sarcasm have been
communicated as regards the prophetic. Whereas, the Bible u settled it once and
for all in 1 Thess 5:20. It says "despise not prophesyings."This is a warning.
It is telling you that you must not despise prophesy in your journey through
life. This means that the Bible recognize that there is a place for the
prophetic. If you find yourself in an environment where people or even the
leaders there continually despise prophecy, you don't have to fight anybody or
create a scene there. Just let it be a settled conviction within you that in
the journey of a believer, there is a place for the prophetic. When it comes to
prophecy, the Bible tells us that even the scripture is a prophecy.
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